
ATLANTIS AQUAVENTURE 

+ 

LOST CHAMBERS WITH TRANSFERS

TICKET: Experience the fun and adventure of the two famous attractions situated in Atlantis Palm 
Jumeirah - Aquaventure and The Lost Chambers.

Aquaventure is the largest and most exciting waterpark in the Middle East, overflowing with 42 
fun-filled acres, Master Blasters, speedslide, rivers, rapids, splashers children's play area, lush 
tropical landscapes and a private beach. The Lost Chambers celebrate a world that is 
synonymous with Atlantis, the earth's oceans.

The myth of the lost continent, Atlantis, comes alive within the passageways and tunnels of The 
Lost Chambers. This fascinating labyrinth containing artefacts offers uninterrupted underwater 
views into the boulevards of the ruins of Atlantis. Navigators in each chamber will be on hand to 
provide information and insight into this mysterious civilization and the myriad of marine life found 
within. The Ambassador Lagoon, an 11 million litre marine home, will mesmerize guests with over 
several hundred species of stunning marine life. This impressive exhibition provides a window 
into the ruins of the ancient city of Atlantis where school of fish, silhouettes of sting rays and 
agile sharks gracefully glide through the relics of this ancient civilization.

Entitles the ticket holder to one visit to Aquaventure Water Park and one visit to The Lost 
Chambers on the same day.
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Location
Start point:
Pick-up from hotels in Dubai.

End point: Same as the starting point

Schedule
Opening dates
10:30 - 06:00

Duration: 7 Hours

Guide options
Guide type: Guide

Requirements
Towels and lockers are available for rent.
People who are taller than 1.2m pay the adult's price. Choose an adult ticket if you are 4 feet 3 
inches (130 cm) or taller. You must be at least above 1.2m to ride most of the rides.
Park has rules and restrictions, kindly adhere to avoid disappointments.
Included: water ,Pick up from the hotel ,Drop off at the hotel. ,Tickets ,Guide ,
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